December 2018

Dear friends
Thank you for your prayers and support over the last few months.

The number of downloads of C4L videos has continued to rise at a very encouraging rate – we have
ideo
just gone over 1.75 million in total. There are now three video messages on Youtube: This Fragile
Planet (https://youtu.be/o5SjIdXIP2U), A Voice from the Age of Enlightenment
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMSLymLqti8) and, more recently, Battle for Freedom
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSPte5Ouoxc ). This latest one looks at the problem of
addictions and the battle to overcome them, and includes links to appropriate professional and
Christian bodies. This has had some very positive feedback: ‘Congratulations on latest addictions U
Tube. Excellent’ . . . ‘I must say your presentations are extremely professional. Very much needed
when reaching the world and more to the pointed they’re anointed!’ . . . ‘This is so very very very
true..................... In God we trust!’ . . . ‘so fresh and different’. . . ‘Thank you for your own continual
insight, devotion as well as understanding to boost my path to turning into more consciously awake
coupled with spiritually connected.’ We thank God for funding which is enabling further video
messages to be produced – work on the next one, All at Sea, about relationships, has just started.
Please pray for . . .
 the preparation of the video message All at Sea and all those involved
 wisdom regarding a possible partnership organisation
 the development of the website to feature new and existing videos addressing life issues
under the banner of C4L Videos for Life as a free new ministry resource to be shared
electronically and by give-away cards
 the trialling of C4L material adapted for use in countries where there is persecution of
Christians
and thank God for . . .
 additional funding to enable the production of further video messages
 His favour on C4L as a vehicle to carry the Good News with over 1.8 million minutes of
viewing on YouTube
We continue to very much appreciate your interest and support.
May God bless you as we celebrate Christmas, and give you His peace and joy throughout the New
Year.
With our best wishes
Olaf and Lindsay Fogwill
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